
Art -  Year 7 Long Term Curriculum Map 

Following a basic skills baseline assessment during the first half term, pupils then develop an understanding of more contemporary art through 
the Exploration of the theme of bugs. Research and investigation leads to drawing and painting based outcomes inspired by the theme, 
considering the shapes, forms, colours and textures of bugs.  

Art -  Year 8  Long Term Curriculum Map 

Pupils gain a strong understanding of the cultural and spiritual event, Day of the Dead. Pupils creatively develop their ideas in response to this 
theme exploring a range of skills such as ceramics, printmaking, drawing and painting and digital media. Pupils then progress on to a Street Art 
unit which asks challenging questions about art, its function, its purpose and value. Opinions are shaped and formed into personal graffiti based 
outcomes using 2D media. 

Art -  Year 9  Long Term Curriculum Map 

The introduction to the GCSE course allows pupils the opportunity to explore a variety of materials, techniques and processes in order to uncover 
their strengths and broaden their visual language. Pupils explore the theme of sealife through a variety of sources and creative techniques. 
Following a period of experimentation with a range of materials, pupils reflect personally on the theme and produce a relevant personal response. 

 
Art -  Year 10  Long Term Curriculum Map 

A reflection of you: What are your earliest memories? How can we express memory through creative processes? Who are you and what do you stand for? 
What are your values? How can you express this? Would colour/ shape/ image etc. help to show different emotions and feelings? Questions such as these 
shape the Year 10 project which seeks to build confidence in young people by offering opportunities to experiment, explore ideas, take risks and discover new 
ways to express themselves. Year 10 also offers the opportunity to follow an early entry pathway in either Art or Photography, this course is studied during 
Year 10, typically with excellent results for our young people. 

Art -  Year 11  Long Term Curriculum Map 

This year focuses on consolidating learning and the mastering of skills learned in order to produce work which is mature, thoughtful and highly developed. The 
main project is based on a theme of Identity in which a range of sources are used to initiate a journey of experimentation, development of ideas, independent 
study and a firm understanding of pupils own strengths and opinions. From January, pupils begin their externally set task which provides a number of starting 
points for a journey of discovery to begin, this culminates with a 2 day (10hour) exam which tests pupils understanding of the key elements of their GCSE.  

 

 

 

 



Further information about the GCSE can be found at http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/art-and-design 
 


